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Machine Learning

● Widely heralded as the solution to many problems

● But many have very real concerns about it… why?

● If you’re not careful, you’ll make the best-performing, most bleeding-edge, high-precision 

algorithm that ever gave you a wrong answer.

● How can this happen?



Why do we need computers’ help?

● Big data

● Complex data relationships

● Decision cycle time



Data science, data mining, and machine 
learning

● Data Science - a term used for the discipline of answer complex questions using statistical 

and computational methods

● Data Mining - a term used for exploratory analysis of very large datasets to find patterns 

you didn’t know existed.

● Machine Learning - the application of computational power to statistical methods of 

pattern recognition



Where did “ML” come from?

Biological inspirations, and older than you think

● Cybernetics and Early Neural Inspirations

○ …when we started to understand both computing 
and brains

● The AI Winter

○ …when everyone was sad about AI for, like, 30 years

● Today

○ …compute power is big and data is bigger

If we still built airplanes like birds, we wouldn’t have jets



What is machine learning

androidauthority.net



Optimization

e.g., Mean Square Error, Stochastic Gradient Descent

blog.datumbox.com

columbia.edu



xkcd.com

Overfitting and underfitting
xkcd.com



ML Workflows

Statistical caveats: sample size, representativeness, etc.TP, FP, TN, FN, F1, MCC, etc

Loss (error)

blog.bidmotion.com



But hold up a second



Predictions are only as good as the data

● Do you have enough data?

● Is your data representative?

● Is your data biased?

● Is your data sourced from internet people?



Turns out our understanding of ML is really… 
bad

● How do different inputs affect the weights?

● What do the weights mean?

● Why did my algorithm tell me what it did?

● How do I formally test my algorithm?

● What are the ethical implications of this?

xkcd.com



What about the security of my model?

● Can it be poisoned with bad data?

● Can someone infer the input data from the model or its output?

● Can someone reverse engineer the model I spent lots of money building?

https://openai.com/blog/adversarial-example-research/https://spectrum.ieee.org/cars-that-think/transportation/sensors/slight-street-sig
n-modifications-can-fool-machine-learning-algorithms



Support Vector Machines (Supervised)

Find a gap where a “line” (hyperplane) can be drawn to separate the training classes (can be 
highly-dimensional).

blog.statsbot.co appliedmachinelearning.wordpress.comdsdeepdive.blogspot.com



Example: Connection detection from connection features

Example SVM in 3 Dimensions



Neural Networks (Supervised)

● Find optimal weights and biases for a network of activation functions

○ Loosely modeled on neurons and synapses

● This is just linear algebra (matrix math ♥ GPUs)

● Lots of variations

blog.deepgram.com



Decision Trees (Supervised)

Learn the optimal way to analyze inputs to determine classes 

medium.comismailsirma.com



Example: Predict attack from contextual factors

Example Decision Tree



Naïve Bayes

● Based on frequency of features in each class

○ “bag of words”, byte values, etc

● Example: Spam detection (Text classification)

Rodrigo Croslin, slideplayer.com



Clustering (Unsupervised)

Group items into clusters that minimize the difference within a cluster and maximize the 
difference between clusters. (e.g., K-means)

mathworks.com



Example: Type of User from Action Counts

Example Clustering in 3 Dimensions



So which do I use?

peekaboo-vision.blogspot.com



PS: Attackers can use ML, too

● “Fully automatic penetration test tool”

○ https://securityonline.info/deep-exploit/

● “Shellphish's automated exploitation engine”

○ https://github.com/shellphish/rex 

● “Using Torch code to break simplecaptcha with 92% accuracy”

○ https://deepmlblog.wordpress.com/2016/01/03/how-to-break-a-captcha-system/ 

● “On Thursday, August 4, 2016, Mayhem competed in the historical DARPA Cyber Grand 
Challenge against other computers in a fully automatic hacking contest…and won.”

○ https://forallsecure.com/blog/ 

https://securityonline.info/deep-exploit/
https://github.com/shellphish/rex
https://deepmlblog.wordpress.com/2016/01/03/how-to-break-a-captcha-system/
https://forallsecure.com/blog/


Books

• http://aurellem.org/society-of-mind/

• http://www.deeplearningbook.org/ 

• Géron, A. (2019). Hands-On Machine Learning with Scikit-Learn and TensorFlow. 2nd Edition. 
O’Reilly Media, Inc.

• Mueller, A. C., & Guido, S. (2015). Introduction to Machine Learning with Python. O’Reilly Media, Inc.

Thought-Provoking Presentation

• https://www.usenix.org/conference/usenixsecurity18/presentation/mickens 
[https://goo.gl/84Rozw]

Python essentials

• numpy

• pandas/dask/distributed

• scikit-learn

• keras (tensorflow/theano)

• matplotlib

• statsmodels


